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FOREWORD

This report contains the research output of the Center for calendar year 1980. This report is published annually in an attempt to effect greater awareness and distribution of the Center's research output.

The 1980 report displays several new features designed to enhance its usefulness. Emphasis has been placed on archival or documented research. Particular care has been taken to provide complete citations, including source of availability.


Comments regarding the usefulness of the report are welcomed as are suggestions for improving its usefulness. Comments/suggestions should be addressed to the Report and Manuscript Control Office (RAMCO), Mail Stop 180A, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 23665, (804) 827-3251 or 827-2301.

Donald P. Hearth
Director
INTRODUCTION

The Langley Research Center is one of the leading national laboratories for research and development in the sciences of aeronautics and space technology. For more than 60 years, Langley engineers and scientists have conducted basic and applied research in fluid and flight mechanics, flight systems, structures and materials, acoustics and noise reduction, measurements and instrumentation systems, data systems, and space and Earth sciences. The results of this research are disseminated through NASA scientific and technical publications as well as through a variety of non-NASA media. The Center's research output is processed through Langley's Scientific and Technical Information (STI) Program, which is an integral part of the NASA Scientific and Technical Information System. The Center's STI program is managed by the Scientific and Technical Information Programs Division (STIPD).

The new features that have been added to the report this year include author, NASA subject category, RTOP, and Tech Brief subject indexes. The categories have been expanded to include Computer Programs, Tech Briefs, and Patents. Each of these new categories is described below.

The computer programs listed in this document have been announced in recent issues of "Computer Program Abstracts," which were released in calendar year 1980. "Computer Program Abstracts," is an indexed journal containing abstracts of documented computer programs developed by NASA, NASA contractors, and other Federal Agencies. These computer programs are offered for sale through the NASA-sponsored Computer Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC) located at the University of Georgia.

The Tech Briefs listed in this document have been published in recent issues of "NASA Tech Briefs," which were released in 1980. "NASA Tech Briefs," a quarterly publication, is distributed free to engineers in U.S. industry and to other domestic technology transfer agents. It is both a current awareness document and a problem solving tool. For information on subscription to NASA Tech Briefs and other publications and services available through the NASA Technology Utilization Program, write to the Director, Technology Transfer Division, NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility, P. O. Box 8757, Baltimore/Washington International Airport, Maryland 21240.

Patents owned in whole or part by Langley research personnel and listed in this document have been published in recent issues of "Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports" (STAR). STAR, the NASA announcement journal for report literature, is available on a subscription basis from the U.S. Government Printing Office (GPO) or to qualified recipients from the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility. NASA Patent Application Specifications are sold by the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). Printed (paper) copies of patents are available for purchase from the Commissioner of Patents.

The citations are listed first by Division or Office and then under the following headings: Formal Reports, Quick-Release Technical Memorandums, Contractor Reports, Journal Articles, Meeting/Conference Papers, Computer Programs, Tech Briefs, Patents, and Unpublished Research. Under each heading, the citations are listed by author in alphabetical order. If a report has more than one author and those authors are from different Divisions or Offices, the citation is listed only once, under the senior author's name. Tech Briefs are listed under the main innovator's name. This is not necessarily the order in which the innovators' names appear on the Tech Brief.
A publication of this magnitude requires the efforts of many individuals. Special recognition is given to the Scientific and Technical Information Coordinators who were responsible for ensuring the accuracy of their respective Division or Office submittals, the Office of Technology Utilization and Applications Programs for providing the Tech Brief and Computer Program listings, and the Office of Patent Counsel for providing the Patent listings. Finally, a note of thanks and appreciation to those individuals in the Technical Editing Branch of STIPD, who typed, proofread, and indexed the report.
AVAILABILITY

Availability sources of the different output categories are given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NASA Report Literature:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal Reports</td>
<td>National Technical Information Service (NTIS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick-Release Technical Memorandums</td>
<td>5285 Port Royal Road Springfield, VA 22161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor Reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility (STIF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. O. Box 8757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baltimore/Washington International Airport, MD 21240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal Articles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference/Meeting Papers</td>
<td>Consult citation for source of availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computer Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>112 Barrow Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Athens, GA 30601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tech Briefs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Office of Technology Utilization and Applications Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mail Stop 139A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NASA Langley Research Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hampton, VA 23665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patents:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patent Application Specifications</td>
<td>National Technical Information Service (NTIS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed Copies</td>
<td>Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U.S. Patent and Trademark Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Washington, DC 20231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpublished Research</td>
<td>Consult the Author</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CALENDAR YEAR 1980

PUBLICATIONS FOR OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

Formal Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 01 RTOP 023-10-01)

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 99 RTOP 023-10-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-83)

Contractor Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 80 RTOP 340-00-00)

Journal Articles

(Avail: JGRL Subject Category 91 RTOP 889-52-03)

Meeting/Conference Papers

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 01 RTOP 530-04-13)

Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs

No tech briefs.

Patents

No patents.

Unpublished Research


PUBLICATIONS FOR OFFICE OF DIRECTOR FOR PROJECTS

Formal Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 18 RTOP 815-00-00)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 18 RTOP 815-00-00)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 18 RTOP 815-00-00)

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

No quick-release technical memorandums.

Contractor Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 61 RTOP 992-16-04)

Journal Articles

No journal articles.

Meeting/Conference Papers

(Avail: ISPA Subject Category 81 RTOP 619-12-01)
15. Wright, Howard T.: Maintenance Challenges Associated With the Technology Development for Fuel Efficient Transport Aircraft of the 1980's. Presented at the International Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Exhibition and Conference (AIRMEC '80 USA), April 8-10, 1980, Dallas, Texas. 
(Avail: Avia. Engrg. & Mainten. Magazine (Proceedings)  Subject Category 05 RTOP 534-02-13)

(Avail: Southern Maryland Chapter, SLE (Proceedings Pending)  Subject Category 05  RTOP 534-02-13)

Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs

(Avail: NASA Langley Technology Utilization Office  Category: Fabrication Technology)

(Avail: NASA Langley Technology Utilization Office  Category: Fabrication Technology)

(Avail: NASA Langley Technology Utilization Office  Category: Electronic Systems)

(Avail: NASA Langley Technology Utilization Office  Category: Electronic Systems)

Patents

No patents.
Unpublished Research


Formal Reports

No formal reports.

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

No quick-release technical memorandums.

Contractor Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 15 RTOP 490-02-02)

Journal Articles

No journal articles.

Meeting/Conference Papers

No meeting/conference papers.

Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs

No tech briefs.

Patents

(Avail: U.S. Patent & Trademark Office Subject Category 31)

Unpublished Research

No unpublished research.
PUBLICATIONS FOR AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROJECT OFFICE

Formal Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-13)

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

No quick-release technical memorandums.

Contractor Reports

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 05 RTOP 534-03-13)

(Avail: IAC Pending Subject Category 05 RTOP 534-02-13)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 05 RTOP 534-02-13)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 05 RTOP 534-02-13)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 05 RTOP 534-02-13)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 05 RTOP 534-02-13)


(Avail: IAC Subject Category 71 RTOP 514-55-03)

Journal Articles

No journal articles.

Meeting/Conference Papers

(Avail: Pergamon Press, Advances in Composite Materials Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 534-03-13)

44. Maiden, Donald L.: Aircraft Surface Coatings for Erosion/Corrosion Protection and Excrsence Drag Reduction. Presented at the International Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Exhibition and Conference (AIRMEC '80 USA), April 8-10, 1980, Dallas, Texas. 
(Avail: AE&M Subject Category 05 RTOP 534-02-13)

Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs

No tech briefs.

Patents

No patents.

Unpublished Research

PUBLICATIONS FOR LARGE SPACE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM OFFICE

Formal Reports


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


Contractor Reports


Journal Articles

No journal articles.

Meeting/Conference Papers


No computer programs.

No tech briefs.

No patents.

No unpublished research.
OFFICE OF DIRECTOR FOR ELECTRONICS
PUBLICATIONS FOR ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION DIVISION

Formal Reports


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


58. Parrish, Russell V.: Preliminary Investigation of Motion Requirements for the Simulation of Helicopter Hover Tasks. NASA TM-81801, April 1980, 29 p. (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-43-33)


Contractor Reports


Journal Articles


Meeting/Conference Papers


Computer Programs

No computer programs.

TechBriefs


Patents


Unpublished Research


Formal Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 06 RTOP 505-41-73)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 66 RTOP 506-54-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 03 RTOP 505-41-73)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 63 RTOP 505-34-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-34-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-34-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 18 RTOP 506-54-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-34-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-63)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-34-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 66 RTOP 506-53-43)


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 52 RTOP 505-35-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 61 RTOP 506-61-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 63 RTOP 506-54-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 18 RTOP 506-54-93)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-34-33)

Contractor Reports

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-43-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 13 RTOP 505-07-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 19 RTOP 506-61-73)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 53 RTOP 534-04-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 53 RTOP 505-09-33)
114. Hamilton, Brian J.: Laboratory Evaluation of the Pointing Stability of the
ASPS Vernier System. (NAS1-15008 Sperry Flight Systems.) NASA CR-159307,
June 1980, 60 p.
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 31 RTOP 506-61-73)

Old Dominion University Research Foundation.) NASA CR-159270, May 1980,
27 p.
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 19 RTOP 506-54-23)

116. Levison, William H.: A Model-Based Technique for Predicting Pilot Opinion Ratings
for Large Commercial Transports. (NAS1-15529 Bolt Beranek and Newman
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-07-33)

Task Scenarios for General Aviation and Metering and Spacing Studies.
(NAS1-13741 Boeing Commercial Airplane Company.) NASA CR-3199, March 1980,
36 p.
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 53 RTOP 513-52-13)

118. Sundstrom, James L.: NASA TLA Workload Analysis Support - Volume II: Metering
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 53 RTOP 513-52-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 53 RTOP 513-52-13)

120. Tiffany, Sherwood H.: Segmentation, Dynamic Storage, and Variable Loading
on CDC Equipment. (NAS1-16000 Kentron International, Inc.) NASA CR-3315,
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 61 RTOP 505-34-33)

Journal Articles

121. Joshi, Suresh M.; and Groom, Nelson J.: Optimal Member Damper Controller
Design for Large Space Structures. AIAA Journal of Guidance and Control,
(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 63 RTOP 506-19-13)

122. Joshi, Suresh M.; and Groom, Nelson J.: Modal Damping Enhancement in Large
Space Structures Using AMCD's. AIAA Journal of Guidance and Control,
(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 31 RTOP 506-53-43)
(Avail: Taylor & Francis Ltd. Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-06-63)

Meeting/Conference Papers

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-41-73)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2170 Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-41-73)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 31 RTOP 506-61-73)

(Avail: HFS Subject Category 53 RTOP 505-35-53)

(Avail: ASME Subject Category 18 RTOP 506-53-43)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 31 RTOP 506-61-73)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2168 Subject Category 66 RTOP 506-53-63)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 18 RTOP 506-53-43)


Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs


Patents

No patents.

Unpublished Research


PUBLICATIONS FOR FLIGHT ELECTRONICS DIVISION

Formal Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 47 RTOP 505-44-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 36 RTOP 506-61-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 36 RTOP 506-61-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 59 RTOP 534-02-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 06 RTOP 505-34-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-34-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 35 RTOP 619-12-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 19 RTOP 541-01-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 33 RTOP 506-61-53)

(Avail: FAA Subject Category 03 RTOP 505-34-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 74 RTOP 147-40-01)
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Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


Contractor Reports


(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 19 RTOP 506-54-63)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 33 RTOP 506-20-23)

(Avail: NTIS Pending Subject Category 74 RTOP 505-34-43)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 04 RTOP 791-40-53)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 32 RTOP 505-34-13)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 09 RTOP 534-04-13)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 61 RTOP 176-10-32)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 05 RTOP 534-02-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 35 RTOP 175-40-30)

(Avail: NTIS Pending Subject Category 66 RTOP 534-02-13)


Journal Articles


Meeting/Conference Papers


(Avail: IEEE Subject Category 33 RTOP 506-54-63)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 33 RTOP 506-61-53)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2168 Subject Category 17 RTOP 506-62-43)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2168 Subject Category 17 RTOP 506-62-43)

213. Creedon, J. F.; and Ostroff, Aaron J.: Figure Control of Flexible Structures: Optical Surfaces of Thin Deformable Primary Mirrors. Presented at the 19th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, December 10-12, 1980, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
(Avail: IEEE Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-34-33)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 35 RTOP 146-10-06)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2138 Subject Category 74 RTOP 506-61-43)

(Avail: Marine Science Series, Plenum Publishing Corp. Subject Category 48 RTOP 146-40-13)

(Avail: Marine Science Series, Plenum Publishing Corp. Subject Category 48 RTOP 146-40-05)
(Avail: IEEE Subject Category 33 RTOP 506-54-63)

(Avail: IEEE Subject Category 33 RTOP 541-01-13)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2170 Subject Category 08 RTOP 534-04-13)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 34 RTOP 506-61-33)

(Avail: Marine Science Series, Plenum Publishing Corp. Subject Category 48 RTOP 146-40-05)

(Avail: ASCE Subject Category 43 RTOP 146-40-05)

(Avail: Marine Science Series, Plenum Publishing Corp. Subject Category 48 RTOP 146-40-05)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 43 RTOP 506-61-43)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 33 RTOP 541-01-13)


Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs


Patents

Unpublished Research


272. This citation deleted because of duplication.


Formal Reports


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


Contractor Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 46 RTOP 146-20-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 35 RTOP 506-16-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 72 RTOP 340-00-00)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 35 RTOP 505-31-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 36 RTOP 506-54-63)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 36 RTOP 506-54-63)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 36 RTOP 506-61-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 36 RTOP 506-61-53)

(Avail: NTIS Pending Subject Category 35 RTOP 505-06-43)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 35 RTOP 505-06-43)

Journal Articles


Meeting/Conference Papers


Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs


Patents


Unpublished Research


376. Harward, C. N.; Bair, C.; Hoell, J.; Williams, B. S.; and Williams, J. A.: High Resolution Absorption Coefficients for Dichlorodifluoromethane and the Temperature Dependence of the 6 Q-Branch at 1161 CM\(^{-1}\). Presented at the Ohio State Spectroscopic Conference, June 16-20, 1980, Columbus, Ohio.


Formal Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 03 RTOP 534-04-13)

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 04 RTOP 534-04-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 04 RTOP 534-04-13)

Contractor Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 53 RTOP 534-04-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 534-04-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 534-04-13)

Journal Articles

No journal articles.
Meeting/Conference Papers

(Avail: Wansbrough-White & Company, Ltd. Subject Category 03 RTOP 534-04-13)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2170 Subject Category 04 RTOP 534-04-13)

Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs

No tech briefs.

Patents

No patents.

Unpublished Research

PUBLICATIONS FOR OFFICE OF DIRECTOR FOR STRUCTURES

Formal Reports

No formal reports.

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

No quick-release technical memorandums.

Contractor Reports

No contractor reports.

Journal Articles

No journal articles.

Meeting/Conference Papers

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 01 RTOP 530-04-13)

Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs

No tech briefs.

Patents

(Avail: U. S. Patent & Trademark Office Subject Category 24)

Unpublished Research

No unpublished research.
PUBLICATIONS FOR MATERIALS DIVISION

Formal Reports

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

   (Avail: STIF Subject Category 26 RTOP 533-01-13)

   (Avail: STIF Subject Category 24 RTOP 533-01-13)

   (Avail: STIF Subject Category 24 RTOP 533-01-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-53-23)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 533-01-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-53)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

   (Avail: STIF Subject Category 24 RTOP 533-01-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-53-33)
Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)


(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 27 RTOP 505-33-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 18 RTOP 506-89-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 16 RTOP 506-89-01)

Contractor Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-33-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)


   (Avail: STIF Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-01-33)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 524-71-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-33-23)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-33-43)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-33-43)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 533-01-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

   (Avail: STIF Pending Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-42-13)


(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-53-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-03-23)

(Avail: NTIS Pending Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-53-23)


Journal Articles


Meeting/Conference Papers


*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)


*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)


*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)


*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)
Computer Programs


Tech Briefs


*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)
Patents

   (Avail: U.S. Patent & Trademark Office Subject Category 24)

   (Avail: U.S. Patent & Trademark Office Subject Category 27)

Unpublished Research


*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)


PUBLICATIONS FOR ACOUSTICS AND NOISE REDUCTION DIVISION

Formal Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-35-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 45 RTOP 505-35-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-42-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 45 RTOP 505-35-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 45 RTOP 505-35-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 45 RTOP 505-35-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 45 RTOP 505-35-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-41-43)

71
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 45 RTOP 505-35-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 45 RTOP 505-35-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-33-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 51 RTOP 141-20-20)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

Contractor Reports

(Avail: NTIS Pending Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-32-03)
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 45 RTOP 505-35-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-42-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-31-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-42-13)

(Avail: NTIS Pending Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-41-43)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

(Avail: NTIS Pending Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-33-53)

(Avail: NTIS Pending Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-33-53)
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 511-57-02)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-33-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-03-13)

(Avail: NTIS Pending Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

(Avail: NTIS Pending Subject Category 53 RTOP 505-35-13)

(Avail: NTIS Pending Subject Category 53 RTOP 505-35-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-06-23)

Journal Articles

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-06-23)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-06-23)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)


Meeting/Conference Papers


608. Bayliss, Alvin; and Maestrello, Lucio: The Near Field Interaction Between a Sound 
Pulse and a Jet Shear Layer. Presented at the AIAA 6th Aeroacoustics Conference, 
(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

609. Brooks, T. F.; and Hodgson, T. H.: Prediction and Comparison of Trailing Edge 
Noise Using Measured Surface Pressures. Presented at the AIAA 6th Aeroacoustics 
(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-31-23)

Presented at the 1980 Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems Conference, 
November 5-7, 1980, Hampton, Virginia. 
(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2170 Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-35-13)

611. Dempsey, Thomas K.: Variation of Aircraft Noise Annoyance. Presented at the 
Ninety-Ninth Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, April 21-25, 1980, 
Atlanta, Georgia. 
(Avail: NTIS, NASA TM-81804 Subject Category 45 RTOP 505-35-13)

612. Farassat, F.: A Collection of Formulas for Calculation of Rotating Blade Noise - 
Compact and Noncompact Source Results. Presented at the AIAA 6th Aero-
acoustics Conference, June 4-6, 1980, Hartford, Connecticut. AIAA Paper 
No. 80-0996. 
(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-41-43)

613. Fields, James M.: Designing Community Surveys To Provide a Basis for Noise Policy. 
Presented at the Ninety-Ninth Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, 
April 21-25, 1980, Atlanta, Georgia. 
(Avail: NTIS, NASA TM-80110 Subject Category 45 RTOP 505-35-13)

614. Fields, James M.: A Program To Support the Full Utilization of Data From Existing 
Social Surveys of Environmental Noise. Presented at the 1980 International 
Conference on Noise Control Engineering, December 8-10, 1980, Miami, Florida. 
(Avail: Noise Control Foundation Subject Cateogry 71 RTOP 505-35-13)

Set Under RSX11M. Presented at the 1980 Fall DECUS U.S. Symposium, 
November 4-7, 1980, San Diego, California. Published in Proceedings, Volume 7, 
Number 2, Fall 1980, p. 391-396. 
(Avail: Digital Equipment Computer Users Society Subject Category 60 
RTOP 505-32-03)

616. Greene, George C.; and Raney, John P.: An Overview of NASA's Propeller and Rotor 
Noise Research. Presented at the AIAA 6th Aeroacoustics Conference, 
(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-42-13)
(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)


(Avail: Noise Control Foundation Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-32-03)

(Avail: NTIS, TM-81807 Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-33-53)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2170 Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-33-53)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-32-03)


**Computer Programs**

No computer programs.

**Tech Briefs**


**Patents**

No patents.

**Unpublished Research**


PUBLICATIONS FOR STRUCTURES AND DYNAMICS DIVISION

Formal Reports

   (Avail: IAC Subject Category 62 RTOP 510-54-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-17-23)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 62 RTOP 510-54-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-53)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-53)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-41-33)

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 33 RTOP 506-53-43)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-33-63)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-43)
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-43)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-89-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-89-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-63)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-89-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-89-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-89-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-33-63)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-33-63)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 16 RTOP 506-89-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 14 RTOP 505-44-33)
Contractor Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-53)

(Avail: IAC Pending Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-33-43)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-33-63)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-63)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 37 RTOP 506-53-43)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-41-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-41-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-33-63)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-17-13)


Journal Articles


(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-02-33)

(Avail: Plenum Publishing Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-33-63)

Meeting/Conference Papers

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-43)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2168 Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-43)

(Avail: IAC, NASA CP-2143 Subject Category 61 RTOP 510-54-13)

(Avail: SAWE Subject Category 15 RTOP 506-53-43)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA TM-81905, IAF Proceedings Pending, Pergamon Press Subject Category 15 RTOP 506-53-43)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2118, 1980 Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-43)


(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2170 Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-44-33)

(Avail: IAC, NASA CP-2143 Subject Category 62 RTOP 510-54-13)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2142 Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-33-63)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2142 Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-33-63)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 39 . RTOP 524-71-13)

(Avail: Society for Computer Simulation Subject Category 62 RTOP 505-33-63)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-33-63)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2142 Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-33-63)

(Avail: ASCE Subject Category 62 RTOP 505-33-63)

*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)
709. Storaasli, Olaf; Blackburn, Charles; Stephens, Maria; and Cockrell, Charles: 
IPAD Hardware/Software Configurations at the NASA Langley Research Center. 
Presented at the IPAD National Symposium, September 17-19, 1980, Denver, 
Colorado. 
(Avail: IAC, NASA CP-2143  Subject Category 62  RTOP 510-54-13)

710. Stubbs, Sandy M.; and Tanner, John A.: Review of Antiskid and Brake Dynamics 
Research. Presented at the 1980 Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems 
(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2170  Subject Category 03  RTOP 505-44-33)

Tire Design. Presented at the 1980 Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems 
(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2170  Subject Category 03  RTOP 505-44-33)

712. Thurston, Gaylen A.: Newton's Method: A Link Between Continuous and Discrete 
Solutions of Nonlinear Problems. Presented at the Symposium on Computational 
Methods in Nonlinear Structural and Solid Mechanics, October 6-8, 1980, 
Washington, D.C. 
(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2147  Subject Category 39  RTOP 506-53-53)

713. Walz, Joseph E.; Bush, Harold G.; Heard, Walter L., Jr.; and Rehder, John J.: 
Effect of Orbital Transfer Loads on Large Platforms. Presented at the Large 
Space Systems/Low Truss Propulsion Technology Conference, NASA Lewis 
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39  RTOP 506-53-43)

714. Yager, Thomas J.; and White, Ellis J.: Recent Progress Towards Predicting Aircraft 
Ground Handling Performance. Presented at the 1980 Aircraft Safety and Oper-
(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2170  Subject Category 03  RTOP 505-44-33)

Computer Programs

715. Schmit, L. A.; and Fleury, C. (University of California, Los Angeles): ACCESS3: 
Approximation Concepts Code for Efficient Structural Synthesis. Program 
(Avail: COSMIC  Subject Category 39)

Tech Briefs

716. Bush, Harold G. (Langley Research Center); and Wallsom, Richard E. (Vought Corp.): 
Released 1980. 
(Avail: NASA Langley Technology Utilization Office  Category: Machinery)


Patents

No patents.

Unpublished Research


*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)


PUBLICATIONS FOR LOADS AND AEROELASTICITY DIVISION

Formal Reports


(Avail: STIF Subject Category 39 RTOP 533-01-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-33-63)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-33-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 47 RTOP 533-01-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-33-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 533-01-13)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 02 RTOP 534-02-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 03 RTOP 505-44-33)

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 506-53-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-53)
   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 533-01-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-33-53)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-33-53)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-33-53)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-89-01)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-33-63)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-33-53)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 534-02-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-89-01)

Contractor Reports

   (Avail: IAC Pending Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-43-13)


Journal Articles

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-33-53)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-02-23)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-02-33)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-53)

(Avail: Hemisphere Publishing Corp. Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-02-13)

Meeting/Conference Papers

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2172 Subject Category 01 RTOP 505-33-63)

(Avail: STIF, NASA CP-2162, Vol. I Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-33-53)

(Avail: AIAA, NTIS, NASA TM-81789 Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-33-53)


*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)

801. Reed, Wilmer H., III; Cazier, Frank W., Jr.; and Foughner, Jerome, T., Jr.: Passive Control of Wing/Store Flutter. Presented at the Fifth JTCG Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium, September 9-11, 1980, St. Louis, Missouri. (Avail: AVRADCOM/DRDAV (DS) Subject Category 01 RTOP 505-33-53)


Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs


Patents


Unpublished Research


819. Walton, William C., Jr.: The Dynamicist as a Professional. Presented at Meeting of the ASME Student Chapter – Old Dominion University, February 14, 1980, Norfolk, Virginia.
OFFICE OF DIRECTOR FOR AERONAUTICS
PUBLICATIONS FOR AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION

Formal Reports

   (Avail: STIF Subject Category 01 RTOP 533-01-43)

   (Avail: STIF Subject Category 01 RTOP 533-01-43)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 533-01-43)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 530-04-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 530-03-13)

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 03 RTOP 530-04-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 53 RTOP 530-04-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 01 RTOP 530-04-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 530-04-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 530-04-13)


*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)
Contractor Reports


Robinson, D. A.; and Cassidy, J. E.: Study of a Small Supersonic Cruise/Research
Business Jet. (NAS1-15720 Rockwell International Corporation.) NASA
(Available: STIF Subject Category 05 RTOP 533-01-43)

851. Martin, Glenn L.; and Walkley, Kenneth B.: Aerodynamic Design and Analysis
of the AST-204, -205, and -206 Blended Wing-Fuselage Supersonic Transport
Configuration Concepts. (NAS1-16000 Kentron International, Inc.) NASA
(Available: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 533-01-43)

(NAS1-15708 Lockheed-Georgia Company.) NASA CR-159355, November 1980,
193 p.
(Available: NTIS Subject Category 03 RTOP 530-04-12)

853. Rivera, Jorge M.; and Simpson, Robert W.: Theoretical Study of Network Design
Methodologies for the Aerial Relay System. (NAS1-15268 Massachusetts Institute
(Available: NTIS Subject Category 03 RTOP 530-04-13)

854. Shindo, Shojiro; and Rae, William H., Jr.: Recent Research on V/STOL Test Limits
at the University of Washington Aeronautical Laboratory. (NGL 48-002-035
(Available: NTIS Subject Category 09 RTOP 530-04-13)

of an Advanced Transport Airplane Design Concept Known as FLATBED.
(NAS1-15867 Lockheed-Georgia Company.) NASA CR-159337, October 1980,
178 p.
(Available: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 516-50-23)

856. Staff of Boeing Commercial Airplane Company: Advanced Concept Studies for
Supersonic Vehicles. (NAS1-14623 Boeing Commercial Airplane Company.)
(Available: STIF Subject Category 02 RTOP 533-01-43)

857. Staff of Boeing Commercial Airplane Company: Assessment of Variable Camber for
Application to Transport Aircraft. (NAS1-15231 Boeing Commercial Airplane
(Available: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 530-04-13)

858. Staff of Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group: Technology Application Study of
an Advanced Supersonic Cruise Vehicle, Phase VII - Advanced Supersonic Propul-
sion Studies. (NAS1-14624 McDonnell Douglas Corporation; Subcontractor -
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, United Technologies Corporation.) NASA
(Available: STIF Subject Category 02 RTOP 533-01-43)


Journal Articles


Meeting/Conference Papers


Computer Programs


Tech Briefs


Patents

No patents.
Unpublished Research


PUBLICATIONS FOR FLIGHT MECHANICS DIVISION

Formal Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 06 RTOP 534-04-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-41-13)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 03 RTOP 533-01-43)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-41-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 01 RTOP 530-01-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 08 RTOP 534-04-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 06 RTOP 534-04-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 01 RTOP 505-41-13)

*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 04 RTOP 534-04-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-41-83)

Contractor Reports

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 08 RTOP 533-01-43)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-41-83)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-41-13)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-41-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-41-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-41-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 530-01-13)


Journal Articles


Meeting/Conference Papers

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-13)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2170 Subject Category 03 RTOP 505-44-23)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-41-13)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP-2170 Subject Category 03 RTOP 505-44-13)

(Avail: STIF, NASA CP-2162, Vol. I Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-13)

(Avail: SAE Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-44-23)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-41-83)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)


933. Van Dam, Cornelis P.; Holmes, Bruce, J.; and Pitts, Calvin U.: Effect of Winglets on Performance and Handling Qualities of General Aviation Aircraft. Presented at the AIAA Aircraft Systems and Technology Meeting, August 4-6, 1980, Anaheim, California. AIAA Paper No. 80-1870. (Avail: AIAA Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-41-83)

Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs

No tech briefs.

Patents

No patents.

Unpublished Research


*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)


PUBLICATIONS FOR HIGH-SPEED AERODYNAMICS DIVISION

Formal Reports

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-32-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 533-01-43)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-32-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-43)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-23)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-23)
959. Huber, Paul W.: Conceptual Model of Turbulent Flameholding for Scramjet Com¬
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 07 RTOP 505-32-93)

960. Lamb, Milton; and Trescot, Charles D., Jr.: A Study of Panel Loads and Centers
of Pressure of Three Different Cruciform Aft-Tail Control Surfaces of a Wingless
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)

961. Mason, Mary L.; Putnam, Lawrence E.; and Re, Richard J.: The Effect of Throat
Contouring on Two-Dimensional Converging-Diverging Nozzles at Static
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-32-13)

962. McClinton, C. R.; and Anderson, G. Y.: Evaluation of a Bulk Calorimeter and
Heat Balance for Determination of Supersonic Combustor Efficiency. NASA
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 07 RTOP 505-32-03)

963. Monta, William J.: Effect of Conventional and Square Stores on the Longitudinal
Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Fighter Aircraft Model at Supersonic Speeds.
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)

964. Nichols, Mark R.: Bibliography on Aerodynamics of Airframe/Engine Integration
of High-Speed Turbine-Powered Aircraft - Volume I. NASA TM-81814,
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-43-23)

965. Nichols, Mark R.: Bibliography on Aerodynamics of Airframe/Engine Integration
of High-Speed Turbine-Powered Aircraft - Volume II. NASA TM-81815,
November 1980, 12 p.
(Avail: STIF Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-43-23)

966. Pittman, Jimmy L.; and Riebe, Gregory D.: Experimental and Theoretical Aero-
dynamic Characteristics of Two Hypersonic Cruise Aircraft Concepts at Mach
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-73)

967. Robins, A. Warner; Carlson, Harry W.; and Mack, Robert J.: Supersonic Wings
With Significant Leading-Edge Thrust at Cruise. NASA TP-1632, April 1980,
25 p.
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-43)

968. Stallings, Robert L., Jr.; Lamb, Milton; and Watson, Carolyn B.: Effect of Reynolds
Number on Stability Characteristics of a Cruciform Wing-Body at Supersonic
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


Contractor Reports


(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-11-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-11-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-73)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-11-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-11-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-32-13)

(Avail: STIF Pending Subject Category 02 RTOP 533-03-13)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-06-13)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-06-13)


Journal Articles


Meeting/Conference Papers


(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-23)

(Avail: NTIS, NASA CP - Pending RTOP 505-32-93 Subject Category 07)

(Avail: CPIA Subject Category 07 RTOP 505-32-93)

(Avail: CPIA Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-73)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)

(Avail: Avionics Laboratory, AFWAL, WP-AFB, OH, Symposium Digest Pending Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-43)

(Avail: AIAA Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)


Computer Programs


Tech Briefs


Patents

(Avail: U. S. Patent & Trademark Office Subject Category 08)

Unpublished Research


Formal Reports


*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)
(Avail: IAC Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-01-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 15 RTOP 505-43-23)

1085. Lawing, Pierce L.; Adcock, Jerry B.; and Ladson, Charles L.: A Fan Pressure Ratio Correlation in Terms of Mach Number and Reynolds Number for the Langley 0.3-Meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel. NASA TP-1752, November 1980, 18 p.  
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-33)

1087. *Noonan, Kevin W.; and *Bingham, Gene J.: Aerodynamic Characteristics of Three Helicopter Rotor Airfoil Sections at Reynolds Numbers From Model Scale to Full Scale at Mach Numbers From 0.35 to 0.90. NASA TP-1701, September 1980, 82 p.  
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-11-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-31-53)

*Army Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-31-53)

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-31-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 533-01-43)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-43-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-31-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 18 RTOP 505-31-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-31-53)
Contractor Reports

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-83)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 01 RTOP 505-06-33)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-31-53)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 01 RTOP 505-32-52)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-31-53)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-31-53)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-31-43)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 534-02-13)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 516-50-23)
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